Preventing issues and avoiding VM downtime is business-critical for organizations who have virtualized the majority of their IT infrastructure. Nimble Storage InfoSight is the industry’s only Predictive Analytics engine that detects and prevents issues in the data storage system and across the entire infrastructure stack.

What Does InfoSight Do?
Every four hours, InfoSight collects and analyzes more sensor data points than there are stars in our galaxy.

InfoSight VMVision
Predictive Analytics

- InfoSight helps assure 99.9999% uptime
- InfoSight VMVision extends predictive analytics into the vSphere platform, providing rapid cross-stack Root Cause Analysis from the storage into the Host and VM
- InfoSight VMVision pinpoints “noisy neighbor” VMs, and presents latency and performance across host, network, and storage layers
- InfoSight detects 9 out of 10 issues proactively

Predict future needs, simplify planning, and optimize virtual resource utilization with Nimble InfoSight VMVision
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